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Information versus firewall paradox

[Hawking’75]:
Information is lost Ñ Contradicts Quantum Mechanics!

[Mathur’09]:
Unitarity requires structure at horizon.

[Almheiri,Marolf,Polchinski,Sully’12]:
An infalling observer sees a firewall at horizon.

[Avery,Chowdhury,AP’12]:
Purity alone no guarantee for information recovery! Invertibility, linearity,
norm preservation ñ Young black holes have firewalls too.
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Non-trivial Structure at Horizon...is impossible

To avoid violations of quantum mechanics:
nontrivial structure at the horizon which must...

1 account for Bekenstein-Hawking entropy: non-trivial dof!

2 have peculiar properties!

3 arise from infalling shell at the moment it crosses the
Schwarzschild radius regardless of how low curvature!

String Theory: horizon-size structure from solving equations of
motion describing low-energy limit of a UV-complete theory.
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(1) Black Hole Horizons: Entropy

Area

4
?
“ lnΩ

The good, the bad and the ugly...

� Reissner-Nordstrøm: AdS-CFT for (near-) extreme Q “ M !

Successful programme for BPS, near-BPS, charged (rotating),
higher dim black holes in string theory (CFT and bulk).

� Schwarzschild: ?

� Kerr: Kerr-CFT for (near-) extreme J “ M2 !

Some dictionary entries known but what is the dual CFT?
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(2) Black Hole Horizons: Peculiar Horizon-Structure

horizon-structure “ ?
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(3) Black Hole Horizons: Formation

horizon formation Ñ information loss



Non-trivial Structure at Horizon...is �������
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To avoid violations of quantum mechanics:
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Black Hole Horizons: Infalling Observer Experience

Falling on horizon-structure Ñ firey or fuzzy ?



Plan of the Talk

I. Black Hole Horizons

ñ Information-free horizon versus horizon-scale structure

II. Quantum Tunneling

ñ Gravitational collapse versus quantum tunneling



The String Theory Mechanism

[Gibbons,Warner’13]: Circumvent 4D no-go theorems:

“No solitons without extra dimensions, topology and fluxes”!

Smooth Microstates: [Bena,Warner’04] ,[Berglund,Gimon,Levi’05]

� Extra dimensions: 5D or 11D

� Topology: Gibbons-Hawking space

� Chern-Simons terms: sources replaced by flux ñ smooth

Geometry: Rt ˆ R3 ˆ S1
ψ ˆ T 6
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From extremal to near-extremal

[Bena,AP,Vercnocke’11 and’12]:
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Supertubes in black hole microstates

[Bena,AP,Vercnocke’11]:

Antibrane probes: supertubes!
[Mateos,Townsend’01]



Near-extremal microstates from metastable supertubes

[Bena,AP,Vercnocke’11 and’12]:

[Kachru,Pearson,Verlinde’01]
[Klebanov,Pufu’10]

[Massai,Pasini,AP’14]
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� supersymmetric minima Ñ supersymmetric microstates

� metastable minima Ñ near-extremal microstates

� size of near-extremal microstates „ horizon

Horizon-size microstates with M,Q, J of near-extremal black holes!

Schwarzschild microstates from antibranes and fluxes ?
[Horowitz,Maldacena,Strominger’96]: S “ 2πΠ3

I“1p
?
NI `

a

NI q.
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Antibranes: Good or Bad ?

Antibranes in Fluxes



De Sitter Vacua from Antibranes

[Kachru,Kallosh,Linde,Trivedi’03],

[Kachru,Kallosh,Linde,Maldacena,McAllister,Trivedi’03]:



Correct Framework for Antibranes ?

DBI-WZ probe action: small number of D3 in Klebanov-Strassler
throat are metastable and decay via brane-flux annihilation
[Kachru,Pearson,Verlinde’01], [Klebanov,Pufu’10], [Massai,Pasini,AP’14],

[Bena,AP,Vercnocke’11]

Supergravity backreaction: large number of D3 give rise to
singularities in the fluxes ñ Good or bad singularities?
[Bena,Grana,Halmagyi’09], [Giecold,Orsi,AP’13] + ...

Open question: D singularity resolution mechanism ?

Brane effective action: single D3 but includes all effects and treats
classical and loop divergences as usual in EFT via renormalization.
Matching: The UV theory for D-branes is String Theory.
[Michel,Mintun,Saad,Polchinski,AP’14]
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Effective Brane Action at Work

[Michel,Mintun,Saad,Polchinski,AP’14]:

Backreaction of D3 on H flux in Klebanov-Strassler geometry:

The induced H flux is a small perturbation
of the background H flux at weak coupling
even at the limit of EFT xK „

?
α1.

Bottom line: in effective action for single D3 no sign of instability.
No problem in principle with antibranes in fluxes.
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Collapsing stars: Gravitational collapse
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Collapsing stars: Quantum Tunneling



Formation of Fire/Fuzz Balls/Walls

Consider a collapsing shell of matter of mass M quantum tunneling
into a fuzzball state with rFB „ rBH [Mathur’08], [Kraus,Mathur’15]:

P “ N ¨ Γ

Γ „ e´Stunnel with Stunnel „

ż

?
´gR „ αM2 „ αSBH

... very small number!

N “ # of microstates “ eSBH

... very large number!

The two exponentials play off against each other if α „ Op1q:

ttunnel „ P´1 „ e´SBH eαSBH ñ fast for α À 1 !

The shell tunnels into fuzzballs before a horizon can form!
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Tunneling rate

The rate for tunneling is [Coleman’77]:

Γ “ Ae´B{~ p1`Op~qq

with B determined from the Euclidean action.

[Bena,Mayerson,AP,Vercnocke - to appear]:

Decay of metastable supertubes = brane-flux annihilation:

Excess energy goes into (Hawking ?) radiation.
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The rate for tunneling is [Coleman’77]:

Γ “ Ae´B{~ p1`Op~qq

with B determined from the Euclidean action.

[Bena,Mayerson,AP,Vercnocke - to appear]:

Tunneling degenerate supertubes into topology and flux:

Supertubes wrap internal torus directions Ñ point particles in 4D.



Tunneling of point particles

On-shell Euclidean action integrated over path of ‘least resistance’:

B “ SE “

ż tf

ti

dt LE pxptq, 9xptqq

Hamiltonian is constant of motion along path:

HE “ p 9x ´ LE “ 0 with p “
BLE
B 9x

The tunneling parameter becomes

B “

ż ~xf

~xi

|dx | |ppxq|

Relativistic particle with mass mpxq and charge q under Atpxq:

|ppxq| “ pgttpxqq
´1{2

b

|gttpxq|mpxq2 ´ pqAtpxqq2
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Tunneling of supertubes in Microstate Geometries

Supertube with electric charges q1, q2 and dipole charge d3:

|ppxq| “
1

|d3|
|qeff

1 pxqq
eff
2 pxqV pxq ´ d2

3Z3pxq|

where the poles of V determine the number N of centers/2-cycles.

Tunneling amplitude into a given microstate:

Γ „ e´α0N´βQ3{2
” e´αSBH ,

where α0 depends on the details of the collapse and β ą 0.
The dependence on N is universal for multicenter microstates.

Key feature: Tunneling into a large number of centers is enhanced!
Fast tunneling (α À 1) into many centers!
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Summary and Conclusion

Near-extremal microstates geometries from
anti supertubes in fluxes Ñ Schwarzschild?

Effective brane action: antibranes in fluxes are ok.

Quantum tunneling into horizon-structure: can be fast.


